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Abstract
Despite suggestions to the contrary, no counterargument to the principle of maximum force or to the equivalent principle of maximum power has yet been provided.
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PACS numbers: 04.20.-q (classical general relativity).
In the introduction to a recent paper in this journal [1], Faraoni rejects the idea of maximum force $c^4/4G$ using three arguments. They merit closer scrutiny.

For exploring the issue of maximum force, a useful guide is the similarity between maximum speed and maximum force. In nature, there is an invariant local limit on observable energy speed $c$. Similarly, there also is an invariant local limit on observable force $c^4/4G$.

Locality is an essential aspect in every measurement. An observer cannot add speeds of distant objects and claim that their sum exceeds the local limit $c$. Such examples are easily found. Instead, the speed limit $c$ states that the locally measured energy speed value, relative to the observer, never exceeds $c$. Also, the observer performing the measurement must be physical and, e.g., cannot be superluminal. In the same way, an observer cannot add forces of distant mass configurations and claim that their sum exceeds the local limit $c^4/4G$. Such examples are easily found. Instead, the force limit $c^4/4G$ implies that the locally measured force value, relative to the observer, never exceeds $c^4/4G$. Also, the observer performing the measurement must be physical and, e.g., cannot be a black hole, infinitesimally dense, or infinitesimally small. These statements can also be repeated for the maximum power or luminosity $c^5/4G$.

In the paper by Faraoni, the first argument provided against maximum force is that a preprint by Jowsey and Visser [2] gives counterexamples to the value $c^4/4G$. However, a careful reading shows that this is not the case. In their calculations of equatorial force values, the authors have added forces acting at different locations and found a sum larger than $c^4/4G$. The authors have not given any example where the local force, measured by a physical observer, is larger than $c^4/4G$. In one additional calculation in the same work, the observer was assumed to be smaller than a black hole. Such an unphysical setting is not a counterexample to maximum force. This mistake is also made in a statement in [3], where it is wrongly claimed that maximum force is valid for any physical surface.

Since 1985, it has been stated that it is unlikely that local force values larger than $c^4/G$ or $c^4/4G$ are possible [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Indeed, the value $c^4/4G$ is the largest possible gravitational force between two black holes.

Faraoni’s second argument is that theories differing from general relativity do not follow maximum force [9]. It is not a surprise that theories that differ from general relativity do not respect the limit. In reference [10], it was shown that maximum force $c^4/4G$ and general relativity are equivalent. In fact, the equivalence was the reason to call maximum force a principle of general relativity, in the same way that maximum speed is a principle of special relativity. The parallel between special and general relativity remains valid: in theories with varying speed of light, $c$ is not always a limit; in the same way, in theories with varying constants, $c^4/4G$ is not always a limit.

The third argument given by Faraoni is that counterexamples to maximum luminosity $c^5/4G$ have been published [11]. However, that paper confirms that no observation with a higher luminosity value is possible in general relativity – in contrast to other theories of gravitation – when observers are physical. Indeed, even the most recent observations [12, 13] fail to exceed the luminosity limit. The highest instantaneous luminosity observed so far is about 3% of the maximum
value.

Two remarks help clarifying the principles of relativity further. The derivation of special relativity from the principle of a local maximum invariant speed – thus from the same maximum energy speed value \( c \) at every point in space and time – assumes the existence of continuous and flat three-dimensional space. Similarly, the derivation of general relativity (in reference [10]) from the principle of local maximum invariant force – thus from the same maximum momentum per time value \( c^4/4G \) at every point in space and time – assumes the existence of continuous and smooth three-dimensional space.

In summary, no counterexamples to maximum force or to maximum power have yet been observed or constructed, and no counterarguments to the principle of maximum force or to the equivalent principle of maximum power have yet arisen. Either principle describes gravitation.
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